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DRANGSAL
The likeable eccentric opens up on songwriting, his new
record 'Exit Strategy' and a healthy approach to criticism.

So strong is Max Gruber's, aka Drangsal
creative vision that 'Exit Strategy', the
title of his new record, is consciously
held in English. To shake off the
shadows of home, as he explains
during a sunny afternoon rooftop chat
in Berlin/Kreuzberg: "They appear in
many other facets of my work anyway.
An English term had to come along and
crack as big as possible to what was
before. All the stories had been told.
Artistically and emotionally, it's not
about that anymore."
Did 'Zores', the title of his second
album, with its origins in the dialect of
his home area, the German Südpfalz,
simply stand for trouble - this is
something the outstanding musician
and performer doesn't want to cause
no longer. Hence, 'Escape Fantasy', the
first track of the record, ropes us into a
story about old images which are still
blinding him while he is trying to fade
them out. A strenuous effort?
Definitely,
as
Drangsal
recalls:
"Recently, I was asked how I feel along
with the record. The answer is: I feel
worse. Even though the pieces here and
there sound cheerful, turbulent, and
euphoric, intense self-reflection is a
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vast topic. Not in a classic coming of
age style, but deeply rooted in a
dissatisfaction with the past and
myself." Sounds like the new album
artistically is not only a step forward
but a personal look in the rearview
mirror, too? "You have to be there for
a while before you have accumulated
enough to look back on. That's the
point I'm at now." Drangsal recalls.
"And what I see is a lot of crap. Things
that simply don't suit me anymore."
Asked what he exactly means by that,
he opens up even a bit further:
"Things I said and did don't go along
anymore with the way I feel now.
There was a time when I made a
conscious decision to be an asshole no need for that."
Musically the new tracks are not only
catchy
but
create
easy
comprehensibility. Something well
thought through as Broadsheet
learns: "The question was, how much
complexity I can filter out without
losing originality? Already on previous
records, the unique selling point of my
music was to resist pop-punk through strange key changes, short
solos or little passages stuck between
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verse and chorus. I'm interested in how
much you can reduce the structure to
something classic without becoming
goofy." No surprise, all the eleven tracks
on 'Exit Strategy' are far from that.
Especially the second single released in
advance is a catchy pop tune that
impresses with its well-articulated appeal
to overcome the boundaries of identity. A
meaningful subject bearing the question of
how reactions turned out after its release
this June? "Good", as Drangsal states, "but
there were discussions and criticism, too.
That's OK as it's such a sensitive topic.
Positive feedback is not an argument
against negative responses. Even if the
intention is good, it can hurt. I have to
listen when someone hears some shitty
narratives within the lyrics, even if that
wasn't my intention. It's off-limits, of
course, if I get offended. I don't even
respond to that."
Another highlight on 'Exit Strategy' is track
number 10. Titled 'Ein Lied geht nie
kaputt', it makes the case that the relation
to songs can be indestructible. But is it
really like that? The answer sounds
convincing: "No matter how much you
change over time: 'Pinhead' by the
Ramones will always sound the same to
you and create the same feeling. Your car
will break down, you'll move ten times,
relationships will end, hair will fall out, and
objects will shatter - but as corny as it
sounds: Ein Lied geht nie kaputt." Being
asked
for
an
example,
Drangsal
euphorically names 'Hybrid Moments'. A
song recorded by the legendary Misfits in
1978: "That was fucking 43 years ago, and
it's still irrevocably set in stone. That track
will be there forever. Maybe there's a way
songs can break: when the relationship
with the artist changes, for example. Still, I
think it's a beautiful image that music
stays. Playing live, this will be our opener."
Needless to say, 'Exit Strategy' already
blasts on heavy rotation here.

THE RECORD IN BRIEF
Catchy and haunting
- 'Exit Strategy' is a
masterpiece.
German language
used highly poetical
meets essential
issues in an earnest
and exciting way.
Label: Virgin Music
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AVA VEGAS
The Berlin-based singer talks about similarities between
music and architecture, the magic of composing, and being
dragged into Techno.

Chapeau! The self-titled debut of Ava
Vegas was released in November
2020 but still is the talk of the town.
The record's dark and shimmering
drags us into some fictive club noir
via fragile pop tunes and turbulent
desire. The Soundtrack for a great
night out - something missed so
terribly these days. No wonder the
album already has the reputation of
being a timeless classic. Co-produced
by Drangsal, who also plays bass on
one track - but that's another story.
Nine songs, creating tension through
contrast. As the singer explains,
something far from happening
intentionally: "Often I don't even
realize it until afterwards. I write
when I'm alone. I usually get into a
strange mood and doubt myself.
Then suddenly, there's this one line
or melody that causes this euphoric
feeling, reminding me of why I'm
doing all this. A gateway to a world
that I then continue to envision.
That's where the constant up and
down between melancholy and
euphoria comes from." A depth of
atmosphere created by outstanding
tracks like 'Growing Flowers' makes
this record so thrilling.

A tune the singer remembers well
how it developed: "It's one of the
songs on the album that trigger the
most intense and direct feelings for
me as well. I wrote it in a situation
where I was freshly separated from
my boyfriend. I missed him and
would have liked to undo everything.
After two months, he was back on
the doorstep. I didn't trust the
situation - caught in a roller coaster
of shimmering, fragile, panic and
euphoric manic feelings. He was
there only for a few moments, and
euphoria, hope, and fear remained
when he left again. I then played a
melody on my children's keyboard
and looked out of the window into
my little garden. Then I thought of all
the flowers that will soon grow there
again."
Having lived in Ibiza for a while, it's
this time on the island still being
responsible for the night to inspire
Ava Vegas: "In my formative years in
Ibiza, around the age of 13, but also
before that, as a kid, I had a lot of
exciting nightlife people around me.
My parents went out a lot, were in
bars and often took me along. That's
when I've first experienced a world
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of parties and glamorous nights. It
quickly became clear: That's the life - I
want to be like that someday."
No wonder it later was Techno that led
the way to Berlin: "When I was 14 or 15, I
got into Ibiza's techno culture. I had
friends there who lived in Berlin. I came
to visit quite often. The city quickly
became a place of escapist longing for
me. In retrospect, one of the reasons I
tried to study architecture was the
fascination with this own world of bars
and clubs. I wanted to spend my whole
life in this atmosphere, create something
exactly like that." A rush that shouldn't
last forever, though: "At 20, I was
through with the Berlin techno clubs.
When my school friends moved to Berlin
and started going out, it didn't interest
me; it simply wasn't my secret place
anymore. In environments like the
Victoria Bar, I still feel that atmosphere
today. Apart from the discipline of the
day, you can dress great at night and live
your dreams. To preserve this irisation that's what I try to do in my music." With
that being in good company with famous
singers,
even
covering
Velvet
Underground's 'I'll be your mirror', Ava
Vegas is self-confident enough not to be
bothered by those analogies: "For me,
it's all new and exciting. That's why I'm
secretly happy about such references.
Actually, it's a huge compliment to be
mentioned besides Lana Del Rey or Nico.
So you don't expect my music to be the
style of Taylor Swift or Ariana Grande.
For the future, of course, I wish to be
perceived
more
and
more
independently." Thumbs up!

THE RECORD IN BRIEF

A call of the night the listener can
nothing do but follow. Mirror balls on
fire spin over people collectively
solemnizing life after dark. A true gem!
LABEL: SONGS BY NIGHT
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